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From here where I am:

flying over the city
observing urban textures
recognizing geometries and structures
some kind of modularity
the softness of lines
the repetition
the great buildings
the beauty of concrete

located at the periphery of my optical field
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I read these definitions:

A panorama is a visual image display format in art or photography. The word “panorama”
is derived from the Greek words “to see” and “all.” And panoramas have this quality of
showing more than you possibly could see.

Exoticism, by one definition, is “the charm of the unfamiliar”.
From Greek exōtikos (ἐξωτικός) “foreign”, from exō “outside”.
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Filtered by the eyes of someone who is not me,
data recording machines, my eyes.

The representation of the representation of a representation.
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LANDOLOGY, an approach
María Luz Cárdenas

Irina Novarese proposes a view of the city of Caracas through the construction of alternative
cartographies -spaces that lead us to a place beyond the formal, spaces converted into a kind
of fiction that destabilizes the geographical continuity of the territory. Those who live in Caracas
feel in their souls the suffering of its wounds and glories; they inhabit its beauty and horrors,
its shortcomings and its goodness. Caracas is an overwhelming landscape and that is the
reason why this creative perception is so interesting, a perception that approaches from the
double panoramic and peripheral vision (observing its textures, recognizing its geometries and
structures, its soft lines, its modular repetitions...). There is not the slightest chance for exoticism
or touristic approach. Irina penetrates the city in its historical shifting’s and its geopolitical
transfers. It is an inquiry assisted by architect Bela Kunckel, based on a research on architecture
and urban planning, just as that of Claudio Perna, Sabine Bitter and Helmutt Weber, Silvia La
Sala, Nicola Rocco’s Caracas Cenital and the controversial publication Caracas Informal of
Brillembourg, Feireiss and Klumpner, accompanied by the revision of the photographic material
collected by Kunckel himself. One of Caracas main features is its accelerated changeableness,
the quality of its dynamic space, imprecise, informal and unpredictable. The emerging, unstable
and evasive space that this artist manages to tackle, is manifested, not as a representation of
place, but as a multiple scene, subject to collisions. She slowly draws a cognitive cartography, a
plot of uncertainty, layers of the city that begin with the reference of the first blueprint of Caracas
in 1578 (an idealized plane, strictly geometric) and end with the possible maps of a city torn
apart, adrift, without a certain destination.
With the help of the compiled photographies, she makes drawings that allow her to
look more closely at the image and to reflect it in structures alluding urban structures. They are
sketches of small and big format, some are just structural scratches. Photography is intermingled
with intervened maps and the work in progress begins to display as a huge installation of
boxes-structures made of cardboard, that move and displace space. To the drawings (graphic
interventions, three-dimensional structures and photographs) she adds pieces of fabric in
contrasting colors that play with the names of the corners of downtown Caracas: the work in
progress becomes a tapestry in progress. From there, a map of an unfathomable, urban and
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cultural space emerges, a sort of hyperspace where the conventional relations figure-content or
essence-appearance disappear, making way for new models of interpretation and reading of our
relation with the city. These kinds of cartographic models allow us to situate ourselves not in the
signaling point of traditional maps, but at the intersections of vector movements, in flows of visual
information and in environments of meanings that are in constant mutation, and which are not
capable of supplying an accurate location as maps usually provide.
Another interesting aspect regarding the type of cartographic models developed by
Novarese is the possibility of proposing new relations between the subject, the space and the
room of exhibitions, from much more complex systems of guidance. The specific place of the
installation reaches the dimension of a perceptive experience not as a physical place or as a
form or situation, but as a condition of the experience, an intersection of forces and elements, a
permanent system of sending and forwarding that allows to structure metaphoric maps, which
trigger significance and sense, considered knowledge devices (alternative cartographies). Irina
is capable of facilitating an efficient cartography for a complex space that requires new looks
and perspectives for its approach to the place. She puts us face to face with the dissolution of
the structured territory and makes us move through the disrupted landscape, a landscape of
uncertain margins, unfinished, of realities defined by the accumulation of fragments. The classical
space of the exhibition room is no longer appropriable from the representation of a stable reality:
the spectator turns into a sort of an explorer who faces an ever changing space, variation of
scales, multiplied relations extended by information and the slipping of the urban, demographic,
architectural, cultural and political stories of the city of Caracas. The activation of relations and
resonances with literature, art and the history of the city of Caracas (and of the city as a problem),
is almost infinite when we start to establish reading guidelines for this work of Irina Novarese. This
is the first approach, and a very brief one, the first dialogue that must grow, but that essentially,
leads us to think that Caracas is a set of multiple cities, multiple panoramas and multiple aesthetic
visions within the same city.
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Dietrich Kunckel

When looking at your work, the first thing that came to my mind, was a discussion at a conference
about whether the city was an organism or an artifact – I suggested at that time that it would be better
described as an ecological system. But let me be a bit more specific: if we look at the way cities are
being built, in most cases we have a deliberate act of planning (founding) the city using a certain set
of rules (las leyes de India of the Spanish colonization, for example). But we also have the multiple
actions of the individuals, which intervene in the building of the city – expanding, modifying and
transforming its original plan and structure. So we have the element of the ‘artifact’, the conscious
creation of the form and the functions of the city, but also the aspect of the ‘organic’ growth.
In Caracas, we have a special situation as we have a valley surrounded by mountains. The
‘planned’ part of the city is occupying the flat and modestly sloped areas of the valley, while the
barrios occupy the slopes, considered not apt to be urbanized by the traditional planning norms.
Therefore, the topography plays a very important role in the way of urbanizing these two
different types of land but also in the resulting urban structure and image. In many cases, the
barrios are occupying the spaces ‘in between’, the slopes of the creeks and drainages considered
not apt for urban development by authorities, planners and developers.
With respect to the present image of the city, resulting from the two types of urban
development, - the normative and the spontaneous – we can observe an interesting phenomenon:
the traditional urbanism is subject to a set of rules based on the normative thinking of the planners,
imposing rules about setbacks, maximum values for footprint and construction areas of the
buildings, height limitations and other aspects of the building volumes. In the past, these rules have
often been violated by authorities and developers, but also by the tendency of the final occupants
to adapt the buildings to their specific needs and tastes, resulting in a city of exceptions with no
coherent defining image in many of its urban areas.
On the other hand, there is the part of the city, which is the result of individual initiatives,
a city with no urban norms or rules, adapting to the topography and to the economic and social
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conditions of its inhabitants. In its final image, this city is conditioned by the limitations of the
topography, the restrictions imposed by the available building materials and technologies,
and the scarce economic resources of its inhabitants. From these limitations surges an urban
structure which, in contrast to the ‘formal‘ city, shows a high degree of uniformity in its structure,
morphology and image.
When I look at your drawings, images and models, I am surprised how you have captured
this essence of the image of the city as a whole, where the barrios on the hills create this lasting
impression due to the coherence and logic of their structure, supported by their high visibility due
to their privileged location.
I find your ‘nets’ a very appropriate way of making visible the ‘organic’ nature of the
‘barrios’, but also showing the uniformity of its elements. The ‘barrios’ represent in the vision
many a way of an anarchic process of occupying urban space. However, it is surprising that this
supposedly anarchic way of occupying urban space, results in an urban structure with a high
degree of order and unity.
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Chronicle of delayed time. Notes on Landology
Henry Vicente
November 2014

“People should first make their geography rather than their history”
John Berger

Irina Novarese’s work in Landology finds something in the interaction between place-spacelandscape, and the privilege given to the “discussed” image, transmuted from the word. She finds
an interrogative device to decipher what for her is a desire and an unknown land: the city of Caracas.
I am referring to that place-space-landscape interaction, where place is manifested through
a specific and stable location; space as a “practiced space”, activated by movements, narratives
and signs; and landscape as a found place, as a space both presented and represented.1 Thus, as
a conceptual triad, Irina’s fascination for “the structure’s adaptability built to natural structures”,
for “the exoticism of nature and the image of a futuristic metropolis of great architecture built in
concrete”, could be understood. It somehow expresses the unprecedented effects between the
stable forms, the moving elements and the landscape.
Nevertheless, nature’s exoticism has its correspondence in Irina’s look, in that other
“exoticism” so prevalent in the look of others: the exoticism of the barrios. And so, in a similar
way, Caracas is visualized as a city facing the Ávila but also shaken by the dynamics of its
tropical nature. Instead of its highways, tunnels, architecture and promenades, there is the dense
“crowd” climbing up the hills of the city that, in an amazing impulse, is consumed upon the
interception of the views from within (as a mise-en-abîme) that “invade” their spaces creating a
sort of “activated” landscapes.
This is a controversial and attractive starting point for an exhibition that explores through
transitions and movements rather than closed cycles. An exhibition that not in vain has fixed a route
going from the foundational space of the city to the organic “explosion” of the barrios making furrows
on the ground. As a result, a suggestive “conversational” tone can be observed, which would allow
us to become “accomplices to the city”, from the understanding of it as Mother Nature. Therefore,
in Irina’s work, I see Caracas as the map where it can be represented and displayed an attempt of
encounter with the city as a combination of the place, the practiced place and the found place.
1. López-Durán, Fabiola and Henry Vicente “Geografías de lo moderno”, Papel Literario. Caracas: El Nacional
Newspaper, 2011
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A map where a functional look in the “plan view” is favored. Charles Blanc, a French member
of the 19th century Beaux-Arts, stated that the each of the terms contained in the Vitruvian triad
(convenience, firmness and beauty), corresponded to three architectonic representations: the plan
view, the section and the elevation.2 The issues of convenience and order are dealt with in the plan,
where the ability to understand the disposition in the territory and the creation of an occupancy
strategy is sharpened; with the purpose of seeing how is that territory that qualifies and provides
meaning to the artwork.
And if this city is the territory of that discussion, Irina’s proposal accepts that the succession
of time is as well the succession of spaces over which we go and which go over us, leaving in
us the marks we leave in them. Therefore, geography, more than its history or their avatars, is
its North. And as Berger’s epigraph announces, one indeed makes their geography before their
history. That is why the “chronicle of delayed time”, which in the end is this exhibition project,
announces the privilege of space. A “halt” of the landscape moved around by structures that
adapt to an imprecise topography, which could imply the lost nature of this city.

2. Ortega Vidal, Javier. “La planta, la sección y el alzado: consideraciones arquitectónicas”, A distancia, Madrid:
National University of Distance Education, 1991
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